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Preliminary Results

1.0

Introduction

1.1

Project Background

Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd undertook an archaeological excavation at 15 Macquarie Street, Parramatta.
Integral Energy are constructing a new sub-station at the site and engaged Comber Consultants Pty
Ltd to undertake the archaeological assessment, and manage the subsequent salvage excavation of
Aboriginal and European archaeological remains. Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd were sub-contracted to
manage and direct the historical archaeology and heritage aspect of the project. This report provides
preliminary results of the historical archaeological salvage excavation only.
The site is located at the western end and south side of Macquarie Street, opposite the Parramatta
Bowling Club. Being within such an important historical and archaeological landscape of
Parramatta, the site was assessed to have the potential to contain archaeological remains. After the
clearance of modern surfaces and fills within the first week of the archaeological program it was
established that there was good survival of archaeological remains as the site had been built-up with
fills rather than being scarped and levelled during twentieth-century developments. The salvage
excavation of the archaeological remains took place between May and August 2009.

1.2
Report Authorship
This report has been produced by Casey & Lowe. It has been written by Abi Cryerhall and reviewed
by Dr Mary Casey.

Figure 1: The site location (indicated by the purple arrow) at the western end of Macquarie Street.
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2.0

Brief Historical Background

2.1

Historical Background 1

Parramatta was initially established as a farm settlement known as Rose Hill in November 1788.
After the arrival of the Second Fleet of convicts there was sufficient labour to establish a town in
1790. The new town was laid out 1 mile in length with modest two-roomed timber houses on
generously sized lots of 100 by 200 feet (30 by 60m). These houses were to accommodate 10
convict men and the large gardens provided space to grow food. Public buildings included a house
for the Governor, a barracks, a hospital, a store, and other buildings such as a barn, granary,
stockyard and a blacksmiths were constructed of both timber and brick. The town was renamed
Parramatta in 1791.

Figure 2: 1792 plan shows the extent of settlement which is focused on High Street (George Street) with some
structures along the eastern end of Macquarie Street on the northern frontage. There are no structures
within the site (red arrow marks location) at this time.

Figure 3: Fernando Bramila’s view of Parramatta showing convict huts aligned along George Street in
the middle ground and with Government House on the left. This is dated to 1793. The convict
huts are timber and have cultivated allotments. The southern side of Macquarie Street is
depicted as having no buildings (site is marked with a red arrow).
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This is a summary of the historical background written by Caroline Plim for Comber Consultants.
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During the 1790s the town grew in population and emancipated convicts and free settlers leased land
and established their own business. By 1800 there were 19 leases to a range of people such as civil
servants, members of the NSW Corps and churchmen. A further 55 leases were granted between
1800 and 1809. These early leases in Parramatta were mostly granted to members of the military and
the colonial administration. During Lachlan Macquarie’s time as Governor the town expanded. The
convicts were moved out of the town allotments to the barracks, several new streets were laid out and
building regulations were introduced. The free population of Parramatta did increase during the
Macquarie era though there were few new grants or leases, perhaps due to tougher building
regulations. Many held land under permissive occupancy, rent-free, seemingly as land titles could
not be secured. In May 1823 new regulations were implemented in an attempt to increase revenue
from town leases and formal leases or grants were secured by many of the towns occupants by June
the same year.
The site is located within the early town settlement and a plan from 1804 shows the southern side of
Macquarie Street with houses by this date. Information from subsequent plans provide further detail
of the allotment and house sizes specific to the site and on the 1844 plan Hugh Taylor is named as the
land holder for all the allotments within the current development site. Early historical records name
John Noble, Stephan Shore and Hugh Taylor as the lease-holders in 1823. The lots within the
development site are 5 (partial), 6 and 7 (west to east), Section 11. The lots were initially numbered
3, 4 and 5, and in the late nineteenth century the lots were amalgamated into one property, thus
formalising the modern eastern and western limits of the site. In the early twentieth century the site
was re-subdivided into two lots, 6 and 7. Archaeological excavation has shown that this new
subdivision was different to the earlier boundaries.

Figure 4: Evan’s 1804 map of Parramatta shows the 15 Macquarie Street site as being subdivided with a
narrower setback from South Street (Macquarie Street) the setback of High Street (George
Street). The site (marked with red arrow) also is depicted with structures on the street frontage.
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Figure 5: The two plans on the left are two
versions of the 1822 plan showing the eastern
strip of lot 5 (3) and lots 6 (4) and 7 (5) as
being within the development site. These
plans give some detail of the comparative lot
and house sizes

Figure 6: The site (marked with red boundary) with two structures shown on the Brownrigg 1844 plan.
The shaded building on lot 6 indicates a masonry structure, and the unshaded one on lot 7
represents a timber building.
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3.0

Summary of Main Archaeological Findings

The excavation of the site was organised and conducted in accordance with the historic lot numbers
and boundaries. However it was clear during the excavation that these lot boundaries changed a
number of times during the nineteenth century, and again after the lot amalgamation and resubdivision in the early twentieth. For the purposes of this preliminary report, the excavation results
are presented in terms of Lots 5, 6 and 7 with boundaries as depicted on the 1844 plan.

5

6

7

Figure 7 The site (boundary in red) overlaid on the 1844 plan with the lot (numbered) divisions
highlighted in blue.
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Figure 8: The site during excavation with the blue dashed lines indicating the location of the early to
mid 1800s lot boundaries.
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3.1
Archaeological Phases
The archaeological remains have been divided into phases of activity based on information from the
historical records. The phases relate to all lots within the site.
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 5
Phase 6

3.2

1790s
c1804-1820s
1820s-1840s
1850s-1890s
1900-1970
1980+

Land clearance and early agricultural activity
First phase of residential occupation
Formal grants, building alterations
Rebuilding and 1879 lot amalgamation
Re-subdivision into 2 lots with substantial houses
Demolition and carpark

Lot 5 – Archaeological Remains

3.2.1 Overview
Only the eastern side of Lot 5 is within the study area. Potential archaeological remains included
nineteenth-century (Phases 2 to 4) cess, rubbish and storage pits along the lot boundary. Historic
maps indicated that the houses on this lot would be outside the site to the west (Fig. 7). The portion
of Lot 5 within the site boundaries existed between the early 1800s and 1879, when the lots were
amalgamated. The thin strip of Lot 5 adjacent to Lot 6 became part of a larger single lot. Lot 5 was
formally leased to Stephen Shore in 1823. Shore was a convict who arrived in the colony in 1791
with the Third Fleet. He was initially sent to Norfolk Island and returned to NSW and married Sarah
Eldridge in 1797. By 1801 he was a free man and living in Sydney. In the early 1800s he had a farm
in Bankstown and by 1814 he was working as a barber in Parramatta and his income enabled him to
live ‘off’ Government Stores. However by his death in 1826 he is described as being ‘quite infirm
and destitute’. His widow Sarah transferred a portion of the land to Hugh Taylor, and the other to
Mary Taylor, in return for being maintained. By 1829 Sarah Shore had sold a portion of the
allotment to Hugh Taylor, presumably the portion adjacent to Lot 6 (see discussions below). After
some legal wrangling, the entire allotment was granted to Hugh Taylor in 1841. He is discussed
below in Section 3.3.
3.2.2 Phases 1 to 4 - 1790s to 1890s
An extensive layer of modified topsoil existed across Lot 5. This consisted of mid brown silty clay
with occasional inclusions of charcoal, brick, pottery and bone. This topsoil had been worked
(ploughed) over time, likely from the 1790s through to the twentieth century. There was no
archaeological distinction evident in this material between the known phases of occupation and
activity. There were a number of ephemeral features recorded within this topsoil layer, most could
be interpreted as postholes, pit bases or burnt tree roots and tree boles. There were no nineteenthcentury cesspits or storage pits present along this eastern side of Lot 5.
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Figure 9: Working in Lot 5 – cleaning back the topsoil layer to reveal various cut features, mostly dated
to the twentieth century Lot 6 occupation. Looking north

Figure 10: The top photo is of the base of a rubbish pit found cutting the modified topsoil. The pit
appeared to date to the mid-nineteenth century, and therefore may relate to the occupants of
Lot 6 rather than Lot 5. The lower photo is of the ephemeral and irregular remains of a tree
bole and roots within the ploughed soil. This is dated to the earlier nineteenth century. Scale is
1m.
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3.2.3 Phases 5 and 6 – 1890s to 1980+
This portion of Lot 5 became part of the amalgamated lot in 1879, and after the re-subdivision part of
Lot 6. At the front of the site, the area was substantially truncated by late nineteenth and twentiethcentury services associated with the Phase 5 house (occupied in the twentieth century by Alfred
Barry). Features dating to the twentieth century in this strip of land are actually associated with the
occupants of Lot 6.

3.3

Lot 6 – Archaeological Remains

3.3.1 Overview
The entire extent of Lot 6 was within the site and therefore was completely excavated. There were a
few areas of modern disturbances at the rear and in the middle of the lot. Archaeological features
that may have been present in these locations would have been removed. Mentioning such
disturbances is relevant as it may explain the absence of a cesspit or well within this property.
Outside toilets with cesspit and water wells were standard in nineteenth-century residential lots prior
to municipal sewerage and water services. As both types of structures are sub-surface they tend to
survive most twentieth-century landscaping and development. However as appears to be the case in
this lot, the placement of modern services for plumbed toilets, stormwater and sewerage lines can be
located in already established areas for such things, therefore removing the earlier archaeological
evidence.
Hugh Taylor formally leased Lot 6 in 1823. He was formally granted the lot in 1841. At this time he
owned all the lots within the Integral development site. He had also acquired substantial lands in
Parramatta and by the time of his death in 1854 he was quite a wealthy man. Hugh Taylor was a
convict who arrived in the colony in 1815. His sentence was mitigated in 1819 and in this year he
began work as a constable in Parramatta. Taylor received a conditional pardon in 1821 but the
following year he was dismissed from his position for embezzlement. He was reinstated into his
position in 1824 after being pardoned for apprehending bushrangers. Taylor became the Parramatta
agent for the Australian newspaper, and developed other business interests in the 1820s and 30s. He
married Elizabeth Brown in 1847 with whom he had already had 10 children between 1821 and
1839.
3.3.2 Phase 1 – 1790s
Across Lot 6 was a layer of modified topsoil. This was similar, if not the same as the modified
topsoil already described above in Lot 5. It is unlikely that this soil can be accurately separated into
phases as it has been continuingly worked over the lifespan of the site (Phase 1 to 5). However, it
can be described as part of Phase 1 activity as that is when the agricultural working of the topsoil
began.
Once this modified topsoil was removed, a number of irregular-shaped featured were found cutting
the natural subsoil. There were several of these features across much of the middle and front of the
allotment. Interpreted as tree boles, these features are representative of initial land clearance prior to
the residential occupation phase. There were also several areas of burnt tree roots, also indicative of
land clearance. As the land was continuingly worked, any early agricultural evidence such as field
drains, plough and hoe marks, were not found in Lot 6.
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Figure 11: Test trench into the garden topsoil in Lot 6. The soil appeared to have been worked
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Scale is 1m.

3.3.3 Phases 2 and 3 – c1804 to 1840s
According to the 1804 plan of Parramatta houses existed on Lots 5, 6 and 7 by this time, but dating
after c1793. Within the site boundary remains for early structures on Lot 6 and 7 were uncovered.
The Lot 6 remains consisted of postholes, indicating a timber building and an occupation deposit
within it. It is unknown who lived in the house in this early phase of occupation. The allotment is
leased to Hugh Taylor in 1823, and he may have occupied the site for all or a number of the early
years.

Timber House
Archaeological remains for timber-built structures tend to consist of postholes and the wooden
upright elements represented by the ‘postpipe’, an impression of the post left in the posthole after its
removal. The house was located at the front of the property as indicated by the early maps in 1822
and in 1844 (Figs 5, 6). However, the 1844 map suggests the earlier timber building was replaced
with masonry or brick structure. There was no archaeological evidence to suggest that this had
happened. Archaeological remains of a masonry or brick building would include footings within a
construction trench. The evidence clearly indicates a timber building (Fig. 12). Survival of the
occupation deposit within the building suggests that the area has not been disturbed by later
construction and activity. On-going analysis of the artefacts found associated with the remains will
help determine how long the building lasted. Preliminary results do suggest that it went out of use by
the 1860s with another timber building constructed further back from the street frontage in the centre
of the allotment (see 3.3.3 below).
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Figure 12: Archaeological remains of the early house fronting Lot 6 consisted of postholes – in the photo
these are the squarish holes – indicating a timber house. The orange outline indicates roughly
the extent of the house plan. The photo is taken looking to the east, with the front of Lot 7 in the
background.

Figure 13: This photo is taken looking north and provides a sense of scale to the structure. The orange
outline roughly indicates the walls of the house. The house remains indicate quite a narrow
structure, as does the 1822 plan (insert). The black arrow points to the front wall of the building
on the plan and the photo.
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It is possible that there was more to this structure further north beyond the limit of excavation.
However, the 1822 and 1844 plans place the building a little set back from the street frontage (Figs 5,
6). The remains are of a rather narrow building, measuring c7m in length by 3m in width (c23 by 10
feet). This sort of size is quite reminiscent of the ‘convict huts’ constructed in the 1790s along
George Street (then High Street) which are ‘typically’ 24 by 12 feet.
Occupation deposit
Delineated by the postholes from the timber house was an occupation deposit. This consisted of a
charcoal and ash rich silty clay soil with frequent inclusions of pottery sherds, clay-pipe fragments,
glass and bottle sherds, fish bone, animal bone and small household items such as pins, thimbles,
buttons and some coins. The deposit varied in depth and consistency but did have the appearance of
an ‘underfloor deposit’, an accumulation of material that falls through the cracks of floorboards.
This may suggest that the structure had a timber floor rather than a clay floor. After excavation,
remnant old topsoil and natural subsoil was revealed below the occupation material, and indicated an
undulating and gentle eastward sloping natural topography. The occupation deposit was at its
thickest at the eastern end of the house, filling-in the natural gradient. The material was 100 per cent
wet sieved and the artefacts collected should contribute to our understanding and knowledge of the
early to mid nineteenth-century occupants. Analysis of the material and artefacts is underway.

3.3.4 Phase 4 – 1850s-1860s House
The historical records indicate that there is a single timber house on Lot 6 by the mid nineteenth
century, presumed to be a replacement for the brick/masonry structure depicted on the 1844 plan. As
already discussed there was no archaeological evidence for such a building, only a narrow timber
building on the street frontage. However there was evidence for a larger timber building dated to the
mid nineteenth century located in the middle of the lot. This is perhaps the building the historical
records refer too. There is no clear information about who occupied this house, though it is thought
to have been Hugh Taylor’s son, John. In the mid 1860s this lot, along with the others, was sold to
James Gallaway.
Second Timber House
Remains of this house were quite ephemeral and hard to see in the ground. Evidence for the structure
included postholes, brick wall bases, a stone fireplace and an external drain. The house consisted of
two rooms, one to the north and one to the south. The archaeological remains indicate that the house
was constructed with corner timber posts and non load-bearing brick walls in between (Fig. 14). The
brick walls may have only been a couple of courses in height. In the southern room on the western
side were the remains of a fireplace. These consisted of foundations made from flat sandstones
bonded with greyish white sand and shell mortar (Fig. 15). The house also had a front and back
porch (Figs 14, 16). Added to the eastern side of the back porch were the remains (in the form of
postholes) of a less substantial timber addition to the west (Fig. 16). At the southeast corner of this
room was a brick and sandstone drain sump that formed a rainwater collection point, presumably
catching run-off from the roof via a down-pipe perhaps. This in turn was connected to a west-to-east
flowing open brick drain that dates to the mid nineteenth century. This drain connected to a subsurface brick drain that ran west-east through the adjoining Lot 7 and possibly emptied into the
former creekline which ran north-south to the east of the study area.
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Porch

Fireplace

Porch
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Figure 14: The remains of the 1860s timber building in the middle of Lot 6. This building was made
using corner post and non-load-bearing brick walls in between. To the rear of the building is a
sandstone and brick drainage system (in the foreground). Photo taken looking north and the
scale is 1m.

Figure 15: Sandstone foundations of the fireplace in the southern room of the 1860s building. Looking
west, Scale 1m.
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Porch
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Figure 16: Postholes of the additional room to the southeast of the main building (shed?). On the bottom
left of the photo is the brick and sandstone drain sump attached to the open brick drain. The
scale is 1m and the photo is taken looking west.

3.3.4 Phase 4 – Lot amalgamation and 1870s house
Lot 6 and 7, along with part of Lot 5 were purchased by Grace Taylor (daughter of Hugh Taylor)
who conveyed them to her brother John. The lots were purchased by James Gallaway in 1865 and
the lots were amalgamated. James Gallaway was a gentleman and resident of Parramatta, his
profession being a storekeeper, with a business on Church Street in 1843. There are records of a
James Gallaway, a convict transported in 1836. In 1869 Gallaway is listed as living in a timber
house (see above – Second Timber House) on the south side of Macquarie Street and owning a brick
house on the adjoining property (Lot 7). This timber house was demolished in 1872 and replaced
with a larger brick house fronting the street.
Gallaway’s House
At the front of the amalgamated lots and over the early timber house and occupation deposit was the
remains of a brick-built house. These remains consisted of the robbed-out footing trenches that had
been back-filled with demolition rubble (Fig. 17). The footing trenches indicate a rectangular house
in plan (east-west orientated) with at least four rooms on the ground floor. There was also evidence
of a floor structure in the southwest room. The house measured 11m by 7m (internal dimensions).
There have been no occupation deposits or features identified as of yet to be associated with this
structure. Further analysis of the archive and artefacts is required, and this work is on-going.
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Figure 17: Excavated footing trenches of the Gallaway house c1872. The brick wall on the left is the
eastern side of the later 1898 Barry house on Lot 6. The photo is taken looking north and the
scale is 1m.

Levelling Fills
As part of the construction works for the new Gallaway house, the amalgamated lot was landscaped.
This entailed the importing of extensive fill deposits and levelling the northeast part of the site. The
fills essentially sealed the earlier archaeological features and deposits below, and formed a new
ground level to develop on. (Fig. 18) The fills consisted of red sands (from a natural source), crushed
sandstock brick, rubble sandstone and coarse sands, and extensive layers of ironstone in a fine clay
and sand matrix. These fills consolidated what appeared to have been waterlogged or otherwise
unstable and sloping ground. The drains of earlier phases were sealed over by this deposit.

Figure 18: Detail photo of the sand levelling fills used to consolidate the ground level in the 1870s.
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3.3.5 Phase 5 – 1900 to 1970s
In 1897 Edward Parry, a Sydney merchant, purchased the land from Emily Gallaway. He resubdivided into two lots, now Lot 2 and Lot 3, though for convenience the old nineteenth-century lot
numbers will be referred to in this report. In the subdivision, the new boundary between Lot 6 (Lot
3) and Lot 7 (Lot 2) moved to the west by up to 5m, and Lot 6 now officially incorporated the narrow
strip of Lot 5. Alfred Barry, a music teacher from Parramatta purchased Lot 6 (Lot 3) in January
1899. No structures were present on the land when he bought it. By the following year a two-storey
brick house had been built and it was occupied by the Barry family until the early 1920s. Alfred
Barry was a well known and accomplished music teacher and conductor, and many of his students
were medallists. He had been a member of the Sydney Philharmonic and Liedertafel Societies, and
was also the musical director of St John’s Church in Parramatta. Barry died in 1918, and his wife
Ruth Ann inherited the property. From about 1919 the property became known as 11 Macquarie
Street, and later no. 13. The house was leased to Mrs M. Ryan from 1921 to 1927. Other tenants
included Reverend R.T. Wade and Mrs Cecil Lamb. The property was transferred to Keith Barry in
1958, the Barry’s eldest son. He was a medical practitioner, journalist and musician. He sold the
property to Una Edge and it later became a boarding house in the 1960s. As Alfred Barry was a
significant member of the Parramatta community, identifying material remains relating to his life on
the site will be of some interest. Analysis of the artefacts and material from this phase is on-going.
Elouera – the Barry House
The physical remains of the structure were fairly extensive. Footings for the two-storey brick house
were found fronting Macquarie Street (Fig. 19). These were constructed using machine-made bricks
bonded with a hard mortar or cement. Attached to the rear of the house were two smaller structures
which have been interpreted as the outside toilet and laundry. Sydney Water plans from 1911 detail
this houses connection to the mains. As the house was built prior to this, it was designed to have
these facilities outside the house. From the later nineteenth century, general house designs included
the toilet inside the house. There has been no occupation evidence such as rubbish dumps or garden
backfills securely dated to the occupation of this house by the Barry family. As work on the artefact
assemblage is on-going at this stage, though unlikely, material associated with the Barry family may
by securely identified.

House
footings

Outhouses

Figure 19: The remains of the Barry house from the south. The footings show a double-fronted house
with two smaller outhouses to the rear, the toilet and perhaps laundry. Scale is 1m.
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Pet Burials
Evidence of the garden to the rear of the Barry house consisted mostly of worked topsoils with few
other contemporary features. The topsoil appeared to have existed since the 1790s without much
other fills as was found elsewhere in the site. This part of the site is the highest part of the site, and
would have been well drained with surface water running off to the west (towards Lot 7). The
longevity and homogenous nature of this topsoil layer makes it difficult to date features found within
or cutting it. Two curious features were identified at the very rear of the garden, and on the modern
western boundary. The remains of two pet burials, that of a cat and that of a small dog, were
excavated and recorded (Fig. 20). As the burials were found cutting the topsoil layer, and on the
modern boundary line, they have been dated to the twentieth-century phase of occupation, that of the
Barry family or later occupants. The remains of the small dog were in very poor condition and could
not be saved. They consisted of very fragmentary, damp and decayed long bones and a jaw with
teeth. These were semi-articulated and also the remains of a small leather and copper-studded collar
were found within the cut. This leather was in very poor condition and disintegrated on excavation.
The bones and collar were within a small cut that had a formal brick base. This grave cut was
located in the very southwest corner of the garden, an area which has been affected by rainwater runoff from the modern carpark that backs on to the south of the site. The remains of the cat fared
better. These were located on the western boundary about 2m north of the dog burial. The cat was
placed with its head (missing) resting on a flat brick fragment in the north of the cut. Most of the
vertebrae, some ribs and front limb bones survived. There were no other items with the burial.

Figure 20: Remains of a cat
burial, dating to the
twentieth century, in the
rear of Lot 6. The red scale
is 500mm.
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3.4

Lot 7 – Archaeological Remains

3.4.1 Overview
Lot 7 is located on the eastern side of the site. Only a portion of the Lot was excavated as running
along the eastern site boundary in a north-south alignment was a large modern sewer/stormwater line.
This meant that approximately 3m of the eastern side of the Lot was truncated by this modern
disturbance, and therefore no archaeological remains were surviving. As with Lot 6, no remains
were found of a cesspit or a formally lined well. There was an early-dated dam at the front of the lot
and a mid to late nineteenth-century unlined water cistern at the rear. These are the only features
relating to water storage found within the two main properties. The cesspits may have been located
in the area of the modern disturbances. Other features found were the remains of a timber house
dating between c1800 and 1860s, a mid-nineteenth century timber shed to the rear, and several brick
and timber drains.
3.4.2 Phase 1 – 1790s
Across Lot 7 was an extensive layer of modified topsoil. This consisted of old topsoil that had been
continually ploughed or worked, and likely fertilized, throughout the nineteenth century. The topsoil
was similar, if not the same as the modified topsoil already described above in Lot 5 and 6. It is
unlikely that this soil can be accurately separated into phases as it has been continuingly worked over
the lifespan of the site (Phase 1 to 5). However, it can be described as part of Phase 1 activity as that
is when the agricultural working of the topsoil began.
Evidence of land clearance
Modified topsoil and fills were removed from above the natural subsoil. This exposed a number of
irregularly shaped features cut into the ground. These holes are the result of the tree/shrub removal.
A relatively extensive area of burnt tree roots was also found at the front of the lot (Figs 21, 22).
Structural elements dating to c1800 cut these tree roots, therefore placing them in Phase 1 activity.
These features are evidence for land clearance in the 1790s as part of preparations for agriculture by
native tree/shrub removal and burning of root systems.

Figure 21: Surviving tree roots in the front of Lot 7 that had been burnt in situ and not removed during
early land clearance. Scale is 1m and photo taken looking west.
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Figure 22: Large irregular cut features like this one are evidence of tree/shrub removal in the early land
clearance phase. The tree bole was then backfilled with topsoil-type material and some rubbish
material, such as a broken locally made lead-glazed earthenware pan dating to the 1790s or very
early 1800s. The scale is 1m and the photo is taken looking to the north. The burnt tree roots
are also visible in the background, to the right.

Agricultural marks and field-drains
As the garden soils of Lot 7 had been ploughed and worked throughout the nineteenth century,
thereby mostly removing any evidence possibly related to early agricultural use of the land.
However sealed below the clay floors of the early 1800s house some features relating to this activity
survived. The house survived from c1804 into the 1860s when it was demolished and the land
levelled over it. This helped preserve the ephemeral early agricultural remains.
Several east-west orientated plough marks were scored through the remnant old topsoil and into the
subsoil (Fig. 23). These were no more than 80mm in width and a surviving length of c2.5m. These
would have been the very base of the plough-line where it had gone too deep. The ploughing would
have aimed to turn and work the organic-rich topsoil and not the sterile subsoil. In the same location
as the plough marks were several ovoid cuts randomly spread. These have been interpreted as tool
marks, such as a hoe or mattock. The use of such tools was again to turn, aerate and fertilise the soil.
Partial remains of two east-west orientated field-drains were also from this early phase of agricultural
use. One drain located near the plough marks was fairly irregular in plan, meandering a little in its
course (Fig. 23). It consisted of an unlined wide ditch cut into subsoil. Its profile was concave, with
more sharp gradients to the west than the eastern extent where it shallowed out a little. The drain
would have flowed from west to east following the natural topography of the site, and drained excess
water away from the tilled field. It was filled with slightly gritty and charcoal flecked greyish brown
silty clay reminiscent of the old topsoil the drain cut through. The drain would have been open and
therefore easily backfilled with the surrounding soils as the weather eroded the cut and the ground
around it.
The second drain was located to the south of this one and was similar in its orientation. It was not
located below the house remains but to the rear of the veranda in the garden area. It was a slightly
deeper cut drain and also unlined. It was also much more U-shaped in profile. This drain was filled
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with greyish brown silty clay with infrequent inclusions of charcoal, grit and tiny pebbles. The fill
was very like the surrounding ploughed topsoil and therefore not considered to be a primary fill
rather a later backfill when the land was reworked and the drain obsolete.

Field
Drain

Hoe Marks

Field
Drain

Plough
Mark

Figure 23: This photo shows the old topsoil below the clay floors of the c1804 house. There were a
number of ovoid and triangular cut marks in the ground and several long score marks. These
are the result of hoeing and ploughing activity. Also in this photo is the west-to-east agricultural
field drain. The photo is taken looking to the west and the scale is 1m.

Early Watercourse/Drain
Test trenches along the eastern edge of excavation revealed a north-south orientated cut through the
old topsoil and subsoils (Figs 24, 25). This was backfilled with mottled red and orange clays before
the construction of the early 1800s house in Lot 7. With limited remains of this very early feature on
site it can only be assumed that is was once a watercourse, perhaps an enhanced natural creek line,
associated with the early agricultural activity in Parramatta, such as the cropping recorded on the
1792 map. The eastern side of the house was built along the edge of this backfilled watercourse (Fig.
24). The posts used in the house were far more substantial on this side than the western side,
presumably to compensate for the poorer ground solidity. Also the ground subsided slightly over
time, especially in the southern room, and sloped from west to east. This is likely to have been the
reason for the floor repairs evident in this room. A much later map dated to 1904 depicts a creek to
the north of the site (where the modern day bowling lawns are). If the line of this creek is projected
south, it would run along the eastern limit of excavation, in the location of the evidence for the early
watercourse and the modern culvert.
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Modern
Culvert

Figure 24: This photo shows the location of the early watercourse or drain (marked with the dashed line
and the black arrow indicates the cut in natural within a test trench). It is located on the eastern
side of Lot 7. Three test trenches along the eastern limit of excavation revealed a steep cut linear
feature that predated the c1804 house. This is also the location of the modern culvert.

Figure 25: Detail of the watercourse/drain cut in natural (indicated by the black arrow) and then
backfilled with orangey red natural clays. Scale is 1m and the photo is taken looking south.
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3.4.3 Phase 2 to 4 – c1804 to 1890s
A structure is depicted in this lot on the 1804 map of Parramatta (Fig. 4). By 1822 more detail about
the building is provided on the historic maps; it is positioned against the western lot boundary with
Lot 6, and somewhat set back from the street frontage (Fig. 5). The house appears to be roughly
square in plan, and there are no changes to this evident on the 1844 plan (Fig. 6). No further historic
maps of this building are available and we know from historic records that it is demolished by the
1870s when the lots are amalgamated and one large house constructed in the centre of the site. This
second house survived until the 1890s and was depicted on a plan dated to 1893-95.
House – c1804 to 1870
The full extent of the early 1800s constructed house set back from the street frontage in Lot 7 was
exposed (Fig. 26). After the mechanical removal of the 1870s ground levelling fills hand excavation
removed demolition material associated with the last phase of occupation of this relatively long-lived
house. There was a house recorded in this location on the 1804 plan of Parramatta by GW Evans
(Fig. 4). The 1822 and 1844 plans also record the house here (Figs 5, 6). By the early 1870s the Lot
is recorded in the Council Assessments and Rates books as ‘enclosed land’, the house demolished in
1871 or 1872.
The floor plan of the house was fully revealed and it consisted before its demolition in the 1860s/70s
of two main rooms orientated north-south, with an internal east-west dividing wall, a chimney and
fireplace to the south, and a veranda at the front (north), western side and at the rear of the house
(Fig. 26). The house was originally timber and at some point in the mid nineteenth century extra
brick modifications were made to the existing timber walls. The main structural element remained
the timber posts while the low brick walling was added to provide for extra weather or damp
proofing. A drain collecting run-off from the veranda roof was also a later addition to the building.
This drain was brick-lined and flowed from north to south and into a larger west-east flowing woodcapped brick drain.

Figure 26: Post-excavation of the Lot 7 house showing the postholes and postpipes for the timber
structure. The surrounding drains helped manage rain run-off from the house and veranda
roof. The photo is taken from the south looking north to Macquarie Street and the scales are
1m
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Within the rooms the flooring consisted of compact clay and small stones, the surface of which was
stained black with charcoal and ash (Figs 27, 28). There was evidence of several repair phases to the
floor. Also within the rooms was evidence of further internal divisions, perhaps demarking areas for
sleeping or storage from the main living and kitchen area. As the fireplace was located in the
southern room it is assumed this was the location of the kitchen. There chimney base and fireplace
had also been modified or repaired over the house life-span. Ash and charcoal deposits were
frequent around the exterior in the western veranda or rear porch area. There were no such deposits
inside the southern room. This may indicate that the fireplace and cooking took place on the external
side of the chimney under the rear porch/veranda. Later a slate hearthstone was added to the interior,
though no fire damage or ash/charcoal staining was evident.
There was no substantial occupation deposit associated with this house as there was with the house in
Lot 6. This is mostly because the flooring was clay rather than floorboards, removing the possibility
of accumulation of debris under the floorboards. Also not found in this Lot were the expected well,
cesspit and storage pits. These sub-surface features usually get backfilled with rubbish from the
household over time.

Figure 27: Phased excavation of the house showing the clay floors, hearthstone and chimney
base/fireplace and wall repairs. Looking north towards Macquarie Street, scale 1m
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Figure 28: Detail of the northern room with charcoal-stained clay flooring. Photo taken looking south,
Scale 1m

Owners/occupants in 1820s (Phase 2)
The first record relating to the ownership of this lot is in 1823 when the lease is formally given to
John Noble on 23 June. John Noble was born in Dorset, England c1786 and was sent as a convict to
the colony, arriving on 26 April 1815. In 1817 he was assigned to Mr Hassell as a shepherd. A
petition to mitigate his sentence was lodged by his wife Ann around this time, the outcome is not
known. He was charged with buying stolen Government wheat in 1824 and was transported to Port
Macquarie. His wife and 5 children joined him there. In 1828 they returned to Parramatta where
John worked as a servant and baker. There are also records of him owning 3 cattle at this time, and
this may be evidence that he had taken up his lease at Macquarie Street again.
Owners/occupants in 1840s (Phase 3)
In 1841 Hugh Taylor was formally granted Lot 7. At this time he owned all the lots within the
Integral development site. He had also acquired substantial lands in Parramatta and by the time of
his death in 1854 he was quite a wealthy man. Hugh Taylor was a convict who arrived in the colony
in 1815. His sentence was mitigated in 1819 and in this year he began work as a constable in
Parramatta. Taylor received a conditional pardon in 1821 but the following year he was dismissed
from his position for embezzlement. He was reinstated into his position in 1824 after being pardoned
for apprehending bushrangers. Taylor became the Parramatta agent for the Australian newspaper,
and developed other business interests in the 1820s and 30s. He married Elizabeth Brown in 1847
with whom he had already had 10 children between 1821 and 1839.
Owners/occupants in 1850s to 1890s (Phase 4)
When Taylor died in 1854 his estate was divided between his children. Lots 6 and 7, and part Lot 5,
was sold out of the family in 1865 to James Gallaway. From 1869 there are records of the occupants
of the house on Lot 7. The first recorded is Samuel Hart in 1869, followed by William Fletcher.
Gallaway lives in the house in 1871 to 1874, and by 1879 the lots are amalgamated and one house is
built. This appears to have been occupied by different tenants for a number of years until 1898 when
it seems that it was either vacant or occupied by Emily Gallaway, widow of James.
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Dam – early nineteenth century
In the front northeast of Lot 7 a large cut feature was found sealed with redeposited topsoil. The
excavation of this feature revealed it to be an enhanced natural feature and likely used as a dam (Fig.
29). The dam was sub-rectangular in plan, a minimum of 5m in length north-south and 4.5m in
width. The sides of the cut varied from being quite sharp to gradually sloping, indicative of the cut
been exposed to weather and ground water erosion. The dam was cut into the natural clay and the
base was flat. It had a maximum surviving depth of 700mm. The dam was located in the lowest
topographical point of the site. The natural gradient of the land would have allowed surface water to
drain to the northeast corner of the site, where the dam was located. This large cut into relatively
impermeable natural clay would have allowed for the accumulation and trapping of ground water
from a wider area.
The backfill of the feature contained a relatively large amount of early nineteenth-century locallymade pottery. Some of this pottery was decorated and appears to have been made by Thomas Ball, as
it is similar to the pottery recovered from ‘waster pits’ at 710-722 George Street, Haymarket. 2 A site
adjacent to his pottery kilns. A ‘cartwheel penny’ was also found in this backfill. These coins were
first minted in Birmingham in 1797. It was the first use of a steam press for the minting of coins. The
1797 cartwheel pennies were shipped to Sydney for use in the colony on the Porpoise in 1800. It is
unclear at this stage whether this dam was originally excavated in the 1790s as part of early
agricultural activity, or after the lot subdivisions and residential development of the site. Its position
in the northeast corner of the site, in the front of Lot 7 would indicate that it was part of the early
residential occupation of the site. However, as its function was to collect and store water, its position
could also be due to the natural topography, at the lowest point of the land before the creek, and
therefore it could also be placed in the 1790s phase of agricultural activity. More work on the
stratigraphic sequence of the archaeological layers and features, along with a closer examination of
the artefacts will help clarify this phasing dilemma. This work is on-going at the time of writing.

Figure 29: Mid-excavation of the dam at the front of Lot 7. This dam was cut into the yellow subsoil and
was backfilled with greyish brown topsoil like material mixed with sandstock brick fragments
(can be seen in the baulk). The photo is taken looking south, scale 1m.

2

http://www.caseyandlowe.com.au/site710.htm
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Water Cistern – mid to late nineteenth century
Another large water storage feature was located to the rear of Lot 7 (Fig. 30). This was associated
with a later phase of occupation of the house, likely Phase 4 – 1850s to 1890s, but possibly earlier.
The water storage feature consisted of a large unlined cut with an associated brick box drain that
acted as an overflow channel. Situated at the very rear of the property, this feature consisted of a
large and deep cut measuring 2m by 2m and 1.35m in depth. To the east of the cut was a brick drain,
flowing off to the east. This drain was capped with sandstone slabs. There was no evidence to
suggest this feature was a well, as initially thought, as it was not circular and there was no brick or
stone lining. It was cut in to natural heavy plastic clay that would have been relatively impermeable
to water; therefore this feature could easily retain water. The drain may have acted as an overflow
system. We have initially dated this feature to the 1840s-1850s, and a preliminary interpretation is
that it was an attempt to ‘cistern’ water, perhaps for use for animals or cropping. The fact that it was
unlined may indicate the water was not for human use, though this is speculative. The pottery from
the backfill predominantly consists of fine (‘middle class’) household items such blue and green
transfer print tea cups and bowls, dating from the 1830s, the majority being pearlware. Basemarks
include Spode and Davenport, imports from England. Some fine etched stemmed drinking glasses
were also found.

Figure 30: Post-excavation of the water cistern and overflow drain at the rear of Lot 7. The postholes in
this photo are from the later stable or shed building. The scale is 1m.

Stable or shed building
Located at the very rear of the property were the remains of a rectangular timber structure (Fig. 31).
This feature post-dated the water cistern and has been dated to the later nineteenth century. The
remains consisted of postholes containing postpipes where the timber posts had been removed.
Within the structure was a compacted yellow clay, sand and ironstone floor surface. This was laid
directly over the modified topsoil, the garden soil that had been worked throughout the nineteenth
century. The building measured 7.5m in length north-south and was 3m in width, and likely used as
a stables or shed. The material used for the floor was similar to extensive levelling fill deposits in the
mid yard area of Lot 7 and Lot 6. These fills have been preliminary interpreted as landscaping
activity associated with the combining of the lots and the construction of the single large brick house
just back from the street frontage in the 1870s. The link in the material used inside the stable
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building and that used elsewhere outside in the 1870s may provide evidence for the date and use of
this building. No artefacts or occupation-related material was found in association with the structure.

Figure 31: Mid-excavation of the shed or stables structure at the rear of Lot 7. The building was made
using timber posts (the smaller circular holes in the photo are the voids left after the removal of
the posts during demolition). The floor surface within the structure was composed of compacted
ironstone and clay. The scale is 1m.

3.4.4 Phase 5 – 1900 to 1970s
After the lots were amalgamated in the 1870s, one large house was built centrally located in the new
lot and just set back from the street frontage. This lot amalgamation helped formalise the present site
boundaries. Up until the amalgamation, Lot 6 also contained a portion of Lot 5 (as discussed above).
So when lots 6 and 7 were amalgamated, it included the eastern strip of Lot 5. When the large house
was demolished in the 1890s and the land was re-subdivided, the property was split roughly in half,
becoming Lot 7 (now Lot 2) and Lot 6 (now Lot 3). The eastern strip of Lot 5, that had throughout
the nineteenth century been included in Lot 6 land, was now formally part of it. This amalgamation
and re-subdivision moved the 1900s lot boundary between Lots 6 (Lot 3) and 7 (Lot 2) from the
original nineteenth-century position. Lot 6 (new Lot 3) incorporated the eastern strip of old Lot 5,
and Lot 7 (new Lot 2) became wider, its boundary moving approximately 5m to the east from the
original Lot6/Lot7 boundary position.
Twentieth-century house footings
As expected there were substantial surviving remains of the first house constructed in Lot 7 after the
re-subdivision (Fig. 32). The house footings consisted of machine-made bricks bonded with a hard
lime mortar or cement. An accurate survey of the house footprint is available on contemporary plans,
such as Sydney Water Detail Sheet c1911. This shows a rectangular shaped main house with
laundry/WC to the rear and a front porch or veranda. There were archaeological remains
corresponding to this footprint and also some internal walls giving an idea of room size and layout
(Fig. 32). Other archaeological remains associated with the house included a path from the street that
may have been a re-use from the 1870s house, and a fairly substantial garden fence or shed remains
just to the rear of the house. There are good historical records detailing the owners and various
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occupants of this house to the time of its demolition by 1970. The land was purchased in 1902 by
Mrs Minnie Butcher and the new house was built by 1907, and was connected to the municipal
sewer. The first tenant appears in 1911, George Coates Jnr. In 1920 David J Thomas lived in the
house; in 1928 it was Henry Meggitt, a local businessman. In the 1930s it was Brian Long.

Figure 32: The footings of the early 1900s house at the front of Lot 7 facing on to Macquarie Street. The
photo is taken looking northeast and the scales are 1m.

Twentieth-century rubbish pits
The remains of several rubbish pits were located at the rear of Lot 7 (Fig. 33). These pits date to the
early to mid twentieth century. It is unusual to find archaeological features such as these rubbish pits
from this period, as by the twentieth century municipal rubbish collections meant that domestic waste
was not for the most part disposed of on site. Sometimes similarly dated rubbish deposits are found
in the backfills of redundant nineteenth-century features such as cesspits and wells as private houses
get connected to municipal main water supply and sewerage systems.
A number of sub-rectangular pits were revealed in plan at the very rear of the Lot 7 garden (Fig. 33).
All the pits were tested and found to contain twentieth-century artefacts. One pit contained usual
household items such as toothbrushes, perfume bottles and various discarded ceramics. This pit also
contained a medal dating to 1937 commemorating the coronation of George IV (Fig. 34). Another
pit contained construction-related material consisting of numerous off-cuts of tin and wood guttering.
This material may have come from some repairs or additions to the house during the early to mid
twentieth century.
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Figure 33: Photo of the rear yard of Lot 7. Several rubbish pits (two are marked by the black arrows) were
found cutting the garden soil that dated to the twentieth century. The photo is taken looking east and
the scales are 1m.

Figure 34: The medal found in a pit at the rear of Lot 7. It reads ‘Parramatta May 12 1937, Presented by the
Citizens Committee to commemorate the occasion of the crowning of their Majesties King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth’.
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4.0

Scope of Further Work

This report describes the preliminary results from the historical archaeological excavation. It relies
on field notes and records and also the weekly progress reports written for the client. The next phase
of work is to complete the full excavation report. This requires much more detailed analysis of the
findings and artefacts, and also additional historical research must be undertaken. Work now
underway includes the following;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed technical trench reports by the site supervisors.
Harris Matrix of the stratigraphical relationship of all archaeological features and deposits
recorded during the excavation.
Identification and cataloguing of all artefacts retrieved from the site.
Data entry.
Specialist analysis of the artefacts – ceramics, glass, metals, clay pipes, coins, metals, small
and miscellaneous finds.
Specialist analysis of the environmental samples – pollen and soil.
Specialist analysis of the building material samples – brick, tile and mortar.
Various quantitative and spacial analysis of the underfloor and other deposits.
Producing publication standard graphics from the site scale drawings.
Further and additional research based on the excavation and specialist findings.
Synthesis of all findings and results for the final excavation report.
Production of the final excavation report.

